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The concept of quasi-primeness is introduced and it is shown that if I is an ideal in a free lie 
algebra L and n >-_ 2 is an integer, then In is quasi prime in I. Applications of this result are given. 
1. Introduction 
We assume throughout this paper that lie algebras are vector spaces over a fixed 
field K. If a and b are elements of a lie algebra, we denote by ab the lie product 
of a and b. 
Let ! and J be two ideals in a lie algebra L such that Jc_ I. We say that J is quasi 
prime in I i f  J satisfies the following condition QP:' 
QP. For every a, b ~ L such that b ¢ I and ab~ J, 
(i) if a e L then a e J, 
(ii) if a ¢ / ,  then a and b are linearly dependent modulo J, i.e., there are non-zero 
elements a, f le  K such that aa + fib e J. 
In [1] Baumslag proves the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1 (Baumslag [1 ]). I f  L is a free lie algebra and I is an ideal of  L, then 
the nilpotent subalgebras of  L/I2 are either or rank 1 or else subalgebras of I / I  2. 
This theorem turns out to be an easy consequence of the following result which 
is implicit in Baumslag's proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 1.2 (Baumslag [1]). I f  I is an ideal in a free lie algebra L, then I2 is quasi 
prime in I. 
The obvious generalization of this result is to consider In instead of I 2 where 
n_  2 is an integer. We will show that if I is an ideal in a free lie algebra, then In 
is quasi prime in I. As a corollary we give a generalization of Theorem 1.1. 
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We conclude this section by a few words on the notation. We let nq denote the 
set of positive integers. I f  a and b are elements of a lie algebra, we write 
a fb  = a(a(... (ab) . . . ) )  
where r is a nonnegative integer. 
Let L be a free lie algebra on X and H be a Hall basis with respect o X. For n e N, 
we write H n for the set of elements in H of degree n with respect o X and we let 
L~4 denote the span of H n over K. For n ~ N, L n denotes the nth term of the lower 
central series of L, defined inductively by L I=L  and Lk=LLk_  l for k>_2. It is 
known [2] that for neN,  L n is the direct sum of {L~: k>_n}. In particular it 
follows that L n I'1L~4 = 0 for 1 _< k < n. 
If a and b are elements of a free lie algebra and ab = 0, then it can be easily seen 
by taking I=  0 in Theorem 1.2 that a and b are linearly dependent over K. 
2. Main result 
In this section we prove a generalization of Theorem 1.2 which is our main result 
and give some applications of it. 
Theorem 2.1. Let I be an ideal in a free lie algebra L and n >_ 2 be an integer. In is 
quasi pr ime in L 
Proof. Let a, b e L, b ~ I and ab~ In. 
Case 1. Let a ~/.  Let F be the lie subalgebra of L generated by b and L As in 
[ 1 ] we can show that there is a free generating set X of F and an element x E X such 
that 
F=Kx(~I ,  X \  {x} c_I, b -x~I .  
Let us set 
G={xfy"  r>_O is an integer and yeX\  {x}}. 
By Witt [3] G is a free generating set of I. Let H be a Hall basis of I with respect 
to G. We set I~ =I  s for se  N. We first prove the following claim A(s): 
A(s): " I f  se  IN and weH s, then xwelS .  '' 
The proof of A(s) is by induction on s. I f  s= l ,  then w~HI=G.  Thus by the 
definition of G, we have xwe G C- I ~ . Now, suppose that s> 1 and A(k)  holds for 
1 <_k<s. Let w~H s. There are t, re  N less than s and elements u EH t, o EH r such 
that w = uo and s = t + r. We have by induction hypothesis that xu ~ I t and xo ~ j r .  
Thus we obtain 
xw = - o(xu) + u(xo) ~ I t I  r C- I t+" = I s. 
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This proves A(s). We next prove the following claim B(s): 
B(s): "Let s•l lq and g• I  s. I f  xg• Is+l ,  then g=O.' 
Let ge Is  and xg•Is+ l . Since g• I  s, then g•Span H s. It follows that xg•Span 
xHSc_ I s by A(s). So xg • I sN  Is+l= O. Therefore x and g are linearly dependent. 
But x~ I and g • I, and hence g = 0. This proves B(s). We now proceed with the 
proof of Case 1. We want to show that a • I n . Assume to the contrary that a ~ I n. 
Since a• I  and b-x• I ,  then there are dements gi, hi • I i  for 1 <_i<_n- 1 such that 
a=gl+. . .+gn_  l mod I n (2.1) 
b=x+hl+. . .+hn_  1 mod I n (2.2) 
Since a a;.In, then there is a smallest 1 <_k<n such that gg~O. We have that 
k + 1 _< n and so In c_ Ik + I. We thus obtain 
a =gk rood Ig+ l (2.3) 
by (2.1). We have ab•Inc_Ik+l and higkeli+*c_Ik+l for l< i<_n-1 .  It follows 
from (2.2) and (2.3) that xgk e I~+l. Thus gk = 0 by B(k), which is a contradiction. 
Therefore a • I n . 
Case 2. Let a ¢ L Since n > 2, then ab • In c_ 12. So, by Theorem 1.2, there are 
a , / i f •K \  {0} such that aa+f lb• I2c_ I .  Since (aa+f lb )b• I  n and aa+f lbe I ,  then 
aa + fib • I n by Case 1. This finishes the proof that In is quasi prime in L [] 
As the first application of Theorem 2.1 we have a generalization f Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 2.2. I f  L is a free lie algebra and I is an ideal o f  L, then the nilpotent 
subalgebras o f  L / I  n are either o f  rank 1 or else subalgebras of  1/ I  n where n >_ 2 is 
an integer. 
Proof. Let A be a nilpotent subalgebra of L/In. Let Z(A)= {a e A: ax= 0 for every 
xeA} be the center of A. We assume that A ~:0. Since A is nilpotent, Z(A)~O.  
Case 1. Z(A)c_I/ In: Let a+In~Z(A)  be such that a•L  \ In .  Let beL  and 
b + I n • A. Suppose that b ¢ I. We have ab • In and a • L since a + In • Z(A)  and 
Z(A) ~ I/ In. Thus by Theorem 2.1 we obtain a• I  n, a contradiction. Therefore 
A c_ I/In in this case. 
Case 2. Z(A)ggI/In: Let us pick b+ In~Z(A)  \ I / I  n. Let x~L and x+ IneA.  We 
have that b ¢ I  and xb • In. Thus x and b are linearly dependent modulo I n by 
Theorem 2.1. Since b ~ I, x + In ~ K(b + In). Thus A = K(b + In). [] 
Our next application is a generalization of [1, Corollary 2.2]. 
Theorem 2.3. Let I and J be two nonzero ideals in a free lie algebra L o f  rank >_ 2 
and m, n be two integers uch that m, n >_ 2. f f  In c_ Jm, then I c J. I f  In = Jm, then 
I= J  and m =n. 
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Proof .  Let F=L/Jm and A=(I+Jm)/ Jm. If In~Jm, then (I+Jm)nC_In+JmC_Jm. 
Thus A is a nilpotent subalgebra of F, and consequently either A is one dimensional 
or A c_ J/Jm. If A C_ J/Jm, then I+ Jm c_ J and hence I___ J. If A is one dimensional, 
then there is an a ~ I \ Jm such that I c_ Ka + Jm. If a e J, then I _  J. Suppose that 
a ~ J. Note that since L has rank >_ 2 and IS  0 is an ideal, I has rank > 2. So I, and 
Jm has infinite rank. This implies that J has rank _> 2. Pick b e J \ Jm. Since a e I, 
ba ~ I c_ Ka + Jm. Thus a(ba) ~ Jm and ba ~ J. We obtain ba ~ Jm by Theorem 2.1. 
Now, another application of Theorem 2.1 gives b e Jm, a contradiction. Thus I_c J. 
The rest of the proof follows easily from the first part. [] 
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